In this paper, a new Buck soft-switching topology is proposed to overcome the shortcomings such as large switching losses and strong noise in traditional Buck circuits. The new Buck soft-switching circuit adds auxiliary switches and series resonant circuits. The auxiliary switch is used to control the working state of the series resonant circuit, and then the resonant current generated by the resonant circuit to promote the main switch of the parallel capacitor discharge, the main switch zero voltage conduction and shutdown. Soft-switching technology is a good solution to the traditional Buck circuit defects, improve the efficiency of the circuit. In this paper, the working principle of the new Buck soft-switching circuit is analyzed in detail, and simulation is carried out to ensure the circuit's accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
High-frequency switching power supply has been widely used in basic DC and AC power supply, a variety of industrial power, communications power, power inverter and computer power supply [1] [2] . High-frequency switching power supply provide the power supply grid and the rough electric power into a more stable power supply. High-frequency switching power supply is an important modern electronic equipment, "cardiac blood supply system". Buck converter is a switching power supply in the common basic topology. Buck converter is also known as step-down converter. It is a step-down conversion of the input and output voltage DC chopper. The output voltage is lower than the input voltage because of its superior transformer function. It can be also directly used in Direct buck, where Buck converter can achieve step-down but the converter is often used in high-frequency switch in hard switch working state. The switch present in the hard switch will produce power loss and it will also produce harsh noise. Soft-switching technology can be a good solution of this problem. Common soft-switching circuit with quasi-resonant circuit, zero-switching PWM circuit and zero-conversion PWM circuit [3] [4] [5] . In this paper, a new type of Buck circuit is invented by using soft switching technology, as shown in Figure 1 , and the feasibility of the circuit is determined by simulation. 
WORKING PRINCIPLE
The following process is used for the new Buck soft-switching circuit in detailed analysis. Set the switch V2 off time for the moment t0 figure a to figure b for the current circuit in the dynamic process, the following figure a to figure d to conduct a detailed analysis. The first stage as shown in Figure a at moment t0,Capacitor C1 is full of voltage, then the voltage CL across the capacitor is UCL, capacitor C1 voltage UC1and it is equal to the sum of E. when the signal is applied V2 switch will become off. Then resonant current present in resonant circuit is ILC maximum, set the value of the size of imax. Assume the voltage UC1across the capacitor C1, the voltage UCL across the filter capacitor CL, the sum of the voltage UL2 generated by the inductor L2 and the voltage UL1 generated by the inductor L1 is the voltage U. The voltage U is greater than the supply voltage E and thus the resonant current ILC provides the discharge current for the capacitor C1. While in main circuit continued flow of the inductance L1and load RL through the diode VD1.
The second stage as shown in Figure b at moment t1, the end of the capacitor C1 discharge, trigger signal applied to switch V1 to make V1 turn on, because of the switch V1 voltage on both ends of the parallel capacitor C1 is zero. Since the voltage U is greater than the supply voltage E at this time and the resonant current continues flow through the diode VD1 in parallel with the switch V1 to provide the feedback energy to the power supply.
The third stage as shown in Figure c atmoment t2 . Resonance current ILC = 0 and U <E (at this time U = UCL + UL1), flows through the switch V1 forward current I1 began to increase. The current flows through the inductance L2, inductance L1 and load RL. During this time period the power supply must store enough energy for resonant inductor L2 and inductor L1 and provide energy for the load.
The fourth stage as shown in Figure d at moment t3. The switch V1 trigger signal applied to make V1 turn off, then switch V1 is parallel to capacitor C1and C1 voltage is zero at both ends, so V1 will turned off when zero voltage occurs. The power supply starts charging on capacitor C1, the charging current is constant at the maximum of I1 and the maximum value of I1 is equal to Imax. At the same time trigger to the switch V2 to trigger signal. The V2 conduction, because the current flowing through the resonant inductor L2 is constant and the voltage across the resonant capacitor C2 is zero, then switch V2 is parallel to capacitor C2 and C2 voltage is zero at both ends, so V2 will turned off when zero voltage occurs. When the switch V2 is turned on, the series resonance starts to oscillate and the resonant inductor L2 begins to discharge through the resonant circuit, also the resonant capacitor C2 starts to charge. When the resonant inductor L2 discharge is complete, the resonant capacitor C2 begins to discharge through the resonant circuit. At this point power provide energy for the load. This is a completes cycle of the process and it will start a new cycle.
PARAMETER CALCULATION
The realization of the new Buck soft-switching circuit is the key to the formation of both ends of the power E voltage higher than the power supply voltage U. The formula is as follows:
where dt=t2-t0,UCL is the voltage across capacitor CL, UC1 is the voltage across capacitor C1, UL1 is the voltage generated by inductor L1, and UL2 is the voltage generated by resonant inductor L2.
From the principle of circuit analysis, we know that at time t0, UCL + UC1 =E, so when we only know the required minimum Umin chopping voltage, UC1 can calculate the size, the formula is as follows:
In the case of known capacitor C1 size, the power supply voltage E can be calculate the capacitor C1 in this time period t3 ~ t4. The equation of charging time is:
Assuming that the resonant current ILC does not change in size when the discharge current is supplied to the capacitor that is ILC = I1, the capacitor discharge time is equal to the capacitor charging time .
Set a chopper cycle time is T, according to the input and output voltage. The duty cycle of the whole cycle of D, then you can calculate the switch V1 for the open time:
t3-t2=TD (7) According to (6) and (7) we can written as:
The inductance of the resonant inductor L1 is limited by the discharge time of the capacitor C1 and the energy stored in the resonant inductor must ensure that the capacitor C1 is fully discharged. Inductance of the inductor L2 is limited by the discharge time of the resonant inductor L1 and to ensure that the current is continuous, also the ripple is small. Therefore, the inductance of the inductor L2 should be selected comparatively large.
CIRCUIT SIMULATION
,Imax=5A, Trigger signal f0=20KHZ. From the formulas (5) and (8) UC1=20V,t3-t2=40us,set up  t=3us,Calculated t2-t0=7us. According to the formula (4) and (6), available L2=28uH,C1=15pF.
Circuit simulation results shown as follows: The figure shows, the switch V1 in the opening and closing the basic state at zero voltage, the realization of the soft-switching technology.
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In order to reduce the size and loss of the converter, it is necessary to improve the switching frequency and increase the switching frequency directly to improve the switching loss. Soft-switching technology can solve this contradiction [6] [7] . This paper presents a new Buck soft-switching circuit Topology, detailed analysis of the entire circuit of soft-switching implementation process. The relevant parameters were calculated. The new circuit proposed in this paper has a certain reference value for the soft-switching technology of DC/DC converter. 
